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Vortices in separable equal spin pairing superfluids

One quantum  vortex

Half quantum vortex

G.Volovik & V.M. 1976



Media with HQV

 1. Supefluid 3He-A

  3. Superconducting Sr2RuO4, J.Jang et al, Science 2011

   4. Exciton-polariton condensate,  K.Lagudakis et al, Science 2009

5. Charge Density Waves - CDW
    Spin Density Waves - SDW
    Super Solids
    Fulde-Ferrel-Larkin-Ovchinnikov - FFLO superconducting states

2. Superfluid polar phase in nematically ordered aerogel,



One quantum vortices in rotating vessel with He-3A



Half-quantum vortices in rotating vessel with He-3A
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G.Volovik & M.Salomaa, 1985



Sr2RuO4 - A-phase type superconductor
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Superconducting Sr2RuO4 ring magnetic moment

J.Jang et al Science 2011



Half quantum vortices in Sr2RuO4

J.Jang et al Science 2011



Half-quantum vortices in rotating vessel with superfluid polar phase of He-3
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Half-quantum vortex

Now, there is no problem with spin-orbit coupling but where to get a polar phase ?

Cooper pair in polar state
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Superfluid He-3 in aerogel

A sketch of silica aerogel showing regions containing 
He-3 (yellow)
threated by strands and aggregates of silica (blue)

Baumgardner and Osheroff, PRL 2004



Superfluid He-3 in nematically ordered aerogel

Dmitriev et al, JETP Lett 2012



Superfluid He-3 in anisotropic aerogel
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Axipolar phase in uniaxially anisotropic aerogel
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Phase diagram of superfluid He-3 in
anisotropic aerogel

Aoyama and Ikeda, PRB 2006 Zhu and Walker, PRB1987; Plumer et al, PRL 1988

CsNiCl3



Small anisotropy



Nuclear Magnetic Resonance in polar state
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I.Fomin,1976



NMR in homogeneous and nonhomoheneos polar state
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Slope at small pressures



Slope change below Tc2



Conclusion

The superfluid He-3 under rotation has been discussed first 
in 1977  by G.E.Volovik and N.B.Kopnin.
Since that time the singular single quanta vortices as 
well nonsingular vortices with 2 quanta of circulation have 
been revealed in rotating He-3A. He-3A supports also
the existence of vortices with half-quantum of circulation.
However, the half-quantum vortices in open geometry always
possess an extra energy due to spin-orbital coupling leading 
to formation of domain wall at distances larger than dipole 
length ~10-3 cm from  vortex axis. Fortunately the same 
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction does not prevent 
the existence of half-quantum vortices in the polar phase
of superfluid He-3 recently discovered in peculiar porous media
“nematically ordered” aerogel.


